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Summary 

A new 1H-13C-3aP triple resonance experiment is described which allows unambiguous sequential back- 
bone assignment in ~3C-labeled oligonucleotides via through-bond coherence transfer from 31p via ~3C 
to ~H. The approach employs INEPT to transfer coherence from 31p to 13C and homonuclear TOCSY 
to transfer the ~3C coherence through the ribose ring, followed by L3C to IH J-cross-polarisation. The 
efficiencies of the various possible transfer pathways are discussed. The most efficient route involves 
transfer of 31P i coherence via C41 and C41_1, because of the relatively large JPc4. couplings involved. Via 
the homonuclear and heteronuclear mixing periods, the C41 and C41_ 1 coherences are subsequently 
transferred to, amongst others, H11 and HI~_~, respectively, leading to a 2D 1H-31P spectrum which allows 
a sequential assignment in the 31p-IHl' region of the spectrum, i.e. in the region where the proton 
resonances overlap least. The experiment is demonstrated on a J3C-labeled RNA hairpin with the 
sequence 5'(GGGC-CAAA-GCCU)Y. 

The first crucial step in NMR structural studies in- 
volves the unambiguous assignment of resonances. Tradi- 
tionally, sequential assignment of nucleic acids has been 
based on through-space NOE interactions (Wiithrich, 
1986; Mooren et al., 1991; Wijmenga et al., 1993,1994c), 
which suffer from the inability to unambiguously disting- 
uish inter- and intraresidue interactions. Through-bond 
interactions do not have this drawback. The development 
by Bax and co-workers (Ikura et al., 1990,1991; Kay et 
al. 1990,1991; Bax and Ikura, 1991; Powers et al., 1991; 
Grzesiek and Bax, 1992) of sequential assignment tech- 
niques based on through-bond coherence transfer using 
multi-dimensional triple resonance NMR experiments has 
revolutionized the field of solution structure determina- 
tion of isotopically labeled proteins (see e.g. Clore and 
Gronenborn, 1990,1991). With the recent advent of bio- 
chemical enrichment techniques for RNAs (Simon et al., 
1990; Batey et al., 1993; Nikonowicz et al., 1992; 
Michnicka et al., 1993; Wijmenga et al., 1994a), these 
NMR techniques can now be modified and applied to 

nucleic acids as well. Already a number of NMR experi- 
ments have been reported that apply through-bond coher- 
ence transfer to correlate (i) base and sugar protons 
(Sklenfi~ et al., 1993a,b; Farmer II et al., 1993,1994); (ii) 
the H2 and H8 protons within the adenine base (Legault 
et al., 1994; Marino et al., 1994; Wijmenga et al., 1994b); 
and to achieve (iii) sequential assignment via the sugar- 
phosphate backbone, for which we developed a 3D ~H- 
13C-31p triple resonance experiment, HCP (Heus et al., 
1994; Wijmenga et al., 1994a). The 3D HCP experiment 
allows sequential assignment, since at each C41 frequency 
a cross peak is found at (H4~, Pj), where Pi is the P5' atom 
of residue i, and at (H4' i, Pi+l), where Pi is the PY atom of 
residue i+l. To establish the 5'-->3' direction the cross 
peaks at the C51 frequency are used, since C5'~ only corre- 
lates with Pi (P5' of residue i) and not with Pi§ (P3' of 
residue i). To complete the assignment, the desired con- 
nection between C4'~ and C51 is established via a 2D CCH- 
TOCSY experiment or HCCH-TOCSY (Nikonowicz and 
Pardi, 1993). The CCH-TOCSY correlates the ~3C reson- 
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ances with the 1H resonances of the sugar ring via a 
C ~ C  mixing sequence, followed by a C--*H cross-polari- 
sation, both using DIPSI3 (Shaka et al., 1988) (for C ~ H  
transfer, cross-polarisation is a more sensitive technique 
than refocussed INEPT (Zuiderweg, 1990)). The correla- 
tion can be found most conveniently from the ~3C- 
TOCSY ladders at the HI'  frequencies, since the HI'  
resonances overlap least. We demonstrated the assignment 
procedure on a 13C-labeled RNA hairpin with the se- 
quence 5'(GGGC-CAAA-GCCU)3', and showed that a 
complete sequential walk could be obtained (Heus et al., 
1994). In order to take advantage of the higher resolution 
of the HI'  region, we present here a new NMR experi- 
ment, termed P(CC)H-TOCSY, for sequential backbone 
assignment of UC-labeled RNAs. It combines the PCH 
and CCH-TOCSY experiments into one triple resonance 
NMR experiment and allows a sequential backbone as- 
signment to be made via the HI' resonances in a 2D 1H- 
31p spectrum. 

The 2D P(CC)H-TOCSY pulse scheme used in this 
study is given in Fig. 1. The experiment is employed to 
transfer coherence from 31p to IHI' through ~3C, via the 
primary coherence transfer pathways sketched in Fig. 2. 
The pulse sequence starts with a series of 180 ~ ~H pulses 
to saturate the ~H magnetisation and create NOE transfer 
to phosphorus, after which a 902 pulse on 31p creates 
transverse 31p coherence (Py). After the 31p evolution 
period (h), the in-phase 3~p coherence, Py, is transferred 
into antiphase coherence, PxC~, during the two delays z. 
The second 90y 31p pulse converts this antiphase coher- 
ence into zz-order, P~Cz. The gradient spoil pulse at this 
point removes all unwanted transverse coherence, after 
which antiphase P~C~ coherence is created by the first 90y 
~3C pulse. During the delays "c', P~C x is refocussed into in- 
phase Cy coherence. After application of a ~3C trim pulse 
along the y-axis to remove unwanted ~3C coherence, the 

in-phase Cy coherence is transferred through the network 
of J-coupled ~3C spins of the sugar ring via a homo- 
nuclear 13C33C mixing sequence (DIPSI3). Finally, the Cy 
coherence is transferred to its directly bonded ~H via 
cross-polarisation by applying a DIPSI3 mixing sequence 
on both 13C and 1H simultaneously, after which the ~H 
signal is acquired during t 2 with GARP (Shaka et al., 
1985) decoupling of t3C. 

Three main transfer pathways, schematically depicted 
in Fig. 2, are possible, namely (i) the C4'-routes (Fig. 2A) 
Pi--->C4i---~Cli---~Hli and Pi~C4i_I~C1 i 1--->Hli_:, (ii) the 
C3'-route (Fig. 2B) P~C3 ' i_~CII_  ~ ~Hl'i_~; and (iii) the 
C5'-route (Fig. 2B) Pi---~C5'i--+CI'i---~HI~. The transfer effi- 
ciency of each of these routes depends on the J-couplings 
involved. The most critical first step in each of the routes 
is the transfer from in-phase Py coherence into in-phase 
Cy coherence. This will therefore be discussed in detail 
below. The efficiency of the conversion of in-phase Py 
coherence into antiphase PxC~ coherence is given by the 
following equations: 

Tr PiC41 = sin(2rOPiC4, i a:) cos(27gJPicr 1 I:) 
cos(2gJpicyi_ I I:) cos(27~Jpic5, i "c) 

(la) 

Tr PiC41_I = sin(27~Jpic4,i_ 1 1:) cos(2/~Jl,ic4, i ~c) 
cos(27~JPic3,i_l I;) cos(27~JPic5,i %) (lb) 

Tr PiC3[_1 = sin(2gJPic3,~l I;) cos(2gJpic4,i_ 1 Z) 
cos(27~Jpic4, i z) cos(2gJPics, i I:) 

(2) 

Tr PiC5'i = sin(2MPics, i a:) cos(2rcJpic% 1 "c) 
cos(2XJPic4, i "[7) cos(2"/~JPicyi_ 1 "I~) 

(3) 

The most efficient transfer is from P~ to C4' i and C41_1, 
because of the rather large three-bond JP~c4.fcouplings and 
Jpicg,iH-couplings involved. Jpic4'i and JPic4'j_l depend on the 
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Fig. 1. Pulse sequence of the P(CC)H-TOCSY experiment. The thick and thin filled bars indicate 90 ~ and 180 ~ pulses, respectively. The dotted 
bar before the DIPSI sequence indicates a 13C trim pulse. Phase cycling was as follows: r = x,x,-x,-x (with TPPI; Marion and Wiithrich, 1983); 
(~2 = Y; (P3 = Y~--Y; ~)4 = X,--X,--X,X. Details concerning delays are given in the legend of Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the RNA ribose-phosphate backbone, showing the coherence pathways in the P(CC)H-TOCSY experiment. (A) The main 
C4'-route (see text). (B) The C3'- and C5'-routes, as indicated by arrows (see text). 

torsion angles e and [3, respectively. They are usually 
found in the trans range, resulting in a value of  approxi- 
mately 10 Hz for these J-couplings. The transfer from Pi 
to C31_1 and C5i is less efficient, due to the smaller two- 
bond J-couplings involved, which are - 4 - 5  and - 5 - 6  Hz, 
respectively. Subsequent refocussing of  antiphase PzC~ 
into in-phase Cy coherence is governed by 

Tr C4'iP i = sin(2gJPic4, i '1:') COS(2gJPi+lC4, i 1:') 
cos(2gJcc I:') z 

(4a) 

Tr C41_1P i = sin(2gJPic4, i 1 ~ ' )  c~ I;') 
cos(2nJc c x,)2 (4b) 

Tr C31_1P i = sin(2nJ~ic3,i_ 1 x') cos(2nJcc .f)2 (5) 

Tr C51P i = sin(2nJPics, i "c') cos(2rOcc I:') (6) 

where Jcc stands for the 1j-couplings between the 13C 

atoms of  the sugar ring, which are of  the order of  42 Hz. 
Again, the most  efficient transfer is via C4'. The total 
transfer efficiency for the conversion of  in-phase Py into 
in-phase Cy coherence is the product  of  the transfer func- 
tions of  the two individual steps: 

Trt P~C4' i = Tr PiC4; x Tr C41P ~ (7a) 

Trt PiC4'i_ 1 = Tr PiC41_I x Tr C41_IPi (7b) 

Trt PiC3'i_ ~ = Tr PiC31_I x Tr C31_1P i (8) 

Trt P~C5'i = Tr PIG51 • Tr C51Pi (9) 

As can be seen in Fig. 3, for all three routes the opti- 
m u m  efficiency is reached at ~ = z' = 12.5 ms. Destructive 
interference prohibits any effective transfer at longer 
delay times. Only at "c values of  approximately 40-50 ms 
a second op t imum occurs (outside the region shown). The 
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Fig. 3. Transfer efficiencies of the conversion of in-phase Py coherence into in-phase C x coherence in the P(CC)H-TOCSY experiment for the three 
primary pathways given in Fig. 2. (A) Transfer efficiency of the C4'-routes calculated for two sets of J-couplings: curve 1 with JP~C4'~ = 10 Hz, 
JPiC41 l = 10 Hz, JPiC41+I = 10 Hz, JPiC31_~ = 4 Hz, JP~C5' i = 6 Hz, Jcc = 42 Hz; curve 2:JPIC41 = 8 Hz, JPiC41_l = 10 Hz, JPiC41+~ = 10 Hz, 
JP~C31_~ = 4 Hz, JPIC5'~ = 6 Hz, Jcc = 42 Hz. (B) Transfer efficiencies of the CY- and C5'-routes calculated with the following J-couplings: 
JPiC41 = 10 Hz, JPiC41_ 1 = 10 Hz, JPiC41+j = 10 Hz, JPIC3] 1 = 4 Hz, JPiC51 = 6 Hz, Jcc = 42 Hz. 
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efficiency is considerably higher for the C4'-routes (Fig. 
3A) than for the C3'- and C5'-routes (Fig. 3B). The C5'- 
route leads to in-phase 13C coherence with negative sign, 
since the C5'-spin is J-coupled only to the C4'-spin, 
whereas C4' and C3' each have two J-coupling partners. 
Finally, the in-phase Cy coherence is transferred through 
the J-coupled network of sugar ~3C atoms using a DIPSI3 
mixing sequence. To obtain sufficient transfer to CI' a 
relatively long isotropic mixing time of 13 ms was used, 
while for the cross-polarisation a mixing time of 6.5 ms 
was chosen to obtain optimal transfer from 13C to ~H via 
the ~JcH-couplings of approximately 150 Hz. 

Thus, with this pulse sequence, coherence is transferred 
from Pi to  HI'~ and to Hl'i_ 1 mainly via C4~ and C4[_~, 
respectively, as indicated in Fig. 2A. The alternate path- 
ways via C3[ and C51_ 1 (Fig. 2B) contribute, but less effi- 
ciently, to the Pi to HI' i and HII_ 1 correlations, respective- 
ly. The torsion angle dependence of the P~ to C4'i and 
C41_ ] transfer efficiencies will be discussed in detail else- 
where. However, we note here one particular feature. 
Under certain circumstances the ~ torsion may shift from 

its usual trans range to the g range, leading to a decrease 
in JPic4'i_] from approximately 10 Hz to approximately 3-4 
Hz and resulting in a decreased efficiency of the Pi to 
C41_ ] transfer. Simultaneously, however, the 3Jpic2.i_ccou p- 
ling increases from a small value (-- 1 Hz) for E t to  ap- 
proximately 8 Hz for e-, resulting in coherence transfer 
from P~ to C2'~_~. This opens up an alternative pathway for 
Pi to HII_ 1 transfer, the C2'-route Pi ---) C21-1 ~ ClI-1 
HII_ 1. The C2' --~ CI' transfer by isotropic mixing is quite 
efficient, since it requires only one ]3C transfer step. Thus, 
the P~ ~ HII_ ~ coherence transfer, which occurs mainly 

4' via C i-~ when e is in its usual trans range, is taken over 
by the C2'-route when e flips to g-, making the efficiency 
of the transfer of coherence from Pi ---) HII-~ effectively 
independent of the angle e. Such an alternate route does 
not exist for P~ to Hll via C41 when [3 shifts from its usual 
trans value. 

The utility of the experiment is demonstrated on the 
uniformly ~3C-labeled RNA 12-mer, which forms a hair- 
pin structure in solution as schematically represented as 
an inset in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows the 3~p/HI' region of 
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Fig. 4. HI' region of the 600 MHz 2D P(CC)H-TOCSY spectrum of a 13C-labeled RNA hairpin with a CAAA tetranucleotide loop, shown 
schematically in the inset, in D20 at 30 ~ The arrows indicate the 5' ~ 3' direction of the sequential walk along the sugar-phosphate backbone. 
The labels at the cross peaks indicate the HI' assignment, while the 3ip assignment is given along the left side of the spectrum at the vertical 
position (31p) of the cross peaks. The chemical shifts are referenced relative to TSP for the ~H and 3Jp dimensions; for 31p the 0 ppm chemical shift 
value is obtained by multiplying the IH TSP frequency by 0.40480793, which corresponds to calibration relative to inorganic phosphate. The ~3C- 
labeled RNA CAAA-hairpin was prepared as described by Wijmenga et al. (1994a). The P(CC)H-TOCSY experiment was performed on a Bruker 
AMX(2)600 spectrometer, equipped with a broadband z3CflH probe. The spectrum was recorded in approximately 12 h with the following 
acquisition settings: 512 scans for each FID of 1024 points 02), 64 tj values. The delay A was set to 25 ms; "~, x' = 12.5 ms; 1 ms trim pulse; DIPSI3 
mixing time for isotropic mixing equal to 13.0 ms and DIPSI3 mixing time for cross-polarisation set to 6.5 ms, both with an rf field strength of 
8333.3 Hz, 1.0 s relaxation delay, 1 ms gradient pulse (800 gs gradient pulse shaped to a 1% truncated sine envelope and 200 gs for magnetic field 
recovery) of strength 12 G/cm, low-power GARP (Shaka et al., 1985) decoupling (rf strength 625 Hz) of ]3C, spectral width 486 Hz, and 5000 Hz 
for 31p and IH, respectively; carrier positions at -2.09, 70 and 4.62 ppm for 31p~ i3 C and 'H, respectively. Typical processing parameters were: zero- 
filling twice in t~ and once in t2, and 0.4 rc shifted squared sine window multiplication in t I and t 2. The final data matrix consisted of 128 • 1024 
data points. 
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the P (CC)H-TOCSY spectrum of  the R N A  hairpin (1.5 
raM) in D20. The experiment is quite sensitive, since it 
could be recorded with good signal-to-noise ratio in ap- 
proximately 12 h. An almost  uninterrupted sequential 
walk can be made  from the 5'-terminal residue G1 to the 
3'-terminal residue U12. Interestingly, in Fig. 4 the 
connectivity between ASpG9 (Pg) is absent (although a 
very weak intensity at a lower threshold is visible). This 
can be attributed to two effects. First, the 13 torsion angle 
of  G9 is shifted towards g-/g+, leading to a smaller value 
for the JPsc4,-coupling and thus decreasing the transfer 
efficiency via the C4'-route. In the 3D triple resonance 
H C P  spectrum (Heus et al., 1994) this cross peak is pres- 
ent, al though with lower intensity, so that the absence 
cannot  be completely ascribed to this change in 13. The 
second effect that  contributes to the absence of this cross 
peak is the low intensity of  the upfield shifted H I '  reson- 
ance of G9. This resonance is broadened,  probably due to 
conformational  averaging; the H I ' / C I '  cross peak is also 
difficult to detect in an H M Q C  spectrum. 

The P(CC)H experiment presented here bears some re- 
semblance to the cross-polarisation approach by Kellogg 
and Schweitzer (1993). In the latter experiment the 
authors also at tempted to obtain 31P/1H correlations in 
the H I '  region of  the spectrum to reduce resonance over- 
lap. In the Kellogg experiments the transfer occurs via 
cross-polarisation from 31p to 1H3' and subsequently from 
HY to H 1', using either a longer cross-polarisation mixing 
time or a separate additional ~H--+1H isotropic mixing 
period. Because in this approach much smaller couplings 
are involved than in our  approach,  the transfer is much 
less efficient. Most  significantly, for the transfer through 
the sugar ring we use the large Jcc-couplings (~- 42 Hz), 
while in the approach of  Kellogg the J~H-couplings deter- 
mine the transfer efficiency. In particular for R N A s  it is 
virtually impossible to transfer magnetisat ion from HY to 
HI ' ,  because of  the small JHrHz-Couplings of  = 1 Hz for 
N- type  sugars usually found in RNAs.  

In summary,  in this report  we describe a simple and 
efficient 2D triple resonance N M R  experiment which 
allows for unambiguous  sequential backbone assignment 
of  the H I '  and 31p resonances in "C-labeled R N A  oligo- 
nucleotides. 
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